Theory of everything must include consciousness. In Part I of this series of 3 articles, the subjective experience (SE) aspect of consciousness was introduced in classical physics by examining the invariance of various components of theories under PE-SE transformations, where PEs (proto-experiences) are precursors of SEs. We found that (i) classical physics is invariant under the PE-SE transformation, (ii) potential SEs are embedded in space-time geometry for the structure of space-time in superposed form, (iii) potential SEs can move with spatiotemporal coordinates of matter for matter field because both mental and material aspects are always together in the dual-aspect-dual-mode optimal PE-SE framework, and (iv) our specific SE is the result of matching and selection processes and can change with space and time. For example, experiencing redness has neural correlates of V4/V8/VO-red-green neural-net with redness state. When a subject moves, the specific SE redness also moves with the subject's correlated neural-net. In the current Part II, the SE aspect of consciousness is introduced in orthodox quantum physics by examining its invariance under the PE-SE transformations. We found that the followings are invariant under the PE-SE transformations: Schrödinger equation, current, Dirac Lagrangian, the Lagrangian for a charged self-interacting scalar field, and Standard Model (the Lagrangian for free gauge field and Lagrangian for the electromagnetic interaction of a charged scalar field). In Part III the SE aspect of consciousness will be introduced to unify it with fundamental forces in loop quantum gravity and string theory of modern quantum physics. All parts together lead us towards the theory of everything.
Introduction
Theory of everything (TOE) must include consciousness in addition to the unification of gravitational, electromagnetic, weak, and strong forces. For this purpose, our development has 3 parts: the introduction of subjective experiences (SEs) and/or proto-experiences (PEs) aspect of consciousness in classical physics (Part I), orthodox quantum physics (Part II), and modern quantum physics (loop quantum gravity (LQG) and string theory) (Part III). In Part I (Vimal, 2010c) of this series of three articles, the SE aspect of consciousness was introduced in classical physics. The methodology was to examine the invariance of critical components of theories under PE-SE transformations. PEs are precursors of SEs. 2 In classical physics, the invariant entities under the PE-SE transformations are: electromagnetic strength tensor, electromagnetic stress-energy tensor, the electromagnetic theory (Maxwell's equations), Newtonian gravitational field, special theory of relativity and Lorentz transformation, geodesic equation, general theory of relativity: Ricci curvature tensor R μν , Ricci scalar curvature R, the stress-energy tensor T μν , and the metric tensor g μν (generalization of the gravitational field). From this development, we concluded that (i) potential SEs are 2 According to (Vimal, 2010b) , "Under hypothesis H 1 , PEs are precursors of SEs in the sense that PEs are superposed [potential] SEs in unexpressed form in the mental aspect of every entity from which a specific SE is selected [via matching and selection process in brainenvironment system]. Under hypotheses H2 and H3, PEs are precursors of SEs in the sense that SEs somehow arise or emerge from PEs". embedded in space-time geometry for the structure of space-time in superposed form, (ii) potential SEs can move with spatiotemporal coordinates of matter for matter field because, for example in H 1 , they are superposed in the mental aspect of matter since both mental and material aspects are always together in a dual-aspect view, and (iii) our specific SE is the result of matching and selection processes and can change with space and time. For example, the neural correlates of experiencing redness is the V4/V8/VO-redgreen neural-net with redness state. When a subject moves, the specific SE redness also moves with the subject's correlated neural-net. These finding are consistent with the dualaspect-dual-mode optimal PE-SE framework (Vimal, 2008a; Vimal, 2008b; Vimal, 2009a; Vimal, 2009b; Vimal, 2009c; Vimal, 2009d; Vimal, 2009e; Vimal, 2010a; Vimal, 2010b) . It is argued that since this optimal framework (that has the least number of problems) is valid at all three levels (classical, quantum, and subquantum physics), the introduction of consciousness in classical, quantum, and subquantum physics is also valid.
Abbreviations and symbols list
In the current Part II, our goal is to introduce the SE aspect of consciousness in orthodox quantum physics using the same methodology of examining invariance of theories under PE-SE transformations which also include that used in Part I (Vimal, 2010c) . We find that the followings are invariant under the PE-SE transformations: Schrödinger equation, current, Dirac Lagrangian, the Lagrangian for a charged self-interacting scalar field, and Standard Model (the Lagrangian for free gauge field and Lagrangian for the electromagnetic interaction of a charged scalar field (Higgs Mechanism)) using orthodox quantum physics.
In Part III (Vimal, 2010d) , the SE aspect of consciousness will be introduced in modern quantum physics that includes loop quantum gravity (LQG) and string theory of quantum physics using the same methodology of examining their invariance. It will be shown that LQG and string theory are also invariant under the PE-SE transformations. We conclude that all parts together lead us towards the theory of everything.
2.
Introducing Consciousness in Orthodox Quantum Physics In this article, we focus on introducing the SE aspect of consciousness in orthodox quantum physics as discussed in Section 1 for Part II.
2.1.
The relevant PE-SE transformations "According to psychophysics, SE has logarithmic relationship with stimulus intensity (I): brightness or luminance is proportional to log(I), i.e. I is proportional to the exponential of (brightness or luminance). According to hypothesis H 1 (or H 2 ), the multiple possible [or potential] subjective experiences (or proto-experiences for H2) are superposed in the mental aspects of strings or elementary particles. This is represented by ε σ τ in the mental aspect of an entity (such as boson, fermion, string, field, potential, etc); τ is time-like parameter for the entity, such as time t; σ is space-like parameter for the entity, such as x, y, z; k f ( ( , )) ε σ τ is a function of SE/PE k ε , which could simply be equal to k ( , ) ε σ τ . k β is the superposition-coefficient, where the subscript k represents k th experience; k=1 to NSE; NSE is the maximum number of experiences, which is very large; therefore, specificity is zero. The square of the coefficient
for the mental aspect is the probability (index of possibility) of the k th experience. For hypothesis H 3 , k=1, i.e., there is one PE in the mental aspect of each entity; there is no superposition, rather a micro or macro entity has its PE in its mental aspect; hypothesis H 3 is the dual-aspect quantum panpsychism. The parameters ( , ) σ τ are precisely the same for both material and mental aspect, which are like two sides of the same coin in the dualaspect view; in other words,
σ τ
ε σ τ are attached to corresponding entity and hence they are exactly the same as that of the entity; if entity moves, then ( , )
ε σ τ moves with it and is never separated from each other" (Vimal, 2010c) .
The relevant PE-SE transformations for this article are as follows:
Scalar potential in quantum physics can be transformed as:
where is reduced Planck constant.
Vector potential:
Vector potential can also be written as:
where e is a charge and µ = 0, 1, 2, 3.
The PE-SE transformation for a wavefunction ψ associated with the mental aspect of matter field related to a particle in an electromagnetic field is as follows:
where j represents the mental aspect and q is a charge.
Wave function can also be transformed as,
where g is a gauge coupling constant.
W-bosonic field
where є ijk are the structure constants of SU(2).
Schrödinger equation
The Schrödinger equation describes how the quantum state (that could have material and mental aspect) of a physical system changes in time. The quantum state, also called a wave function or state vector, is the most complete description that can be given to a physical system. Solutions to Schrödinger equation describe not only atomic and subatomic systems, electrons and atoms, but also macroscopic systems, possibly even the whole universe. Therefore, we would like to examine if this equation is invariant under the PE-SE transformation.
For a general quantum system, the Schrödinger equation is:
where i is the imaginary unit, ( , ) ψ σ τ is the wave function (which is the probability amplitude for different configurations of the system), and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator.
For a particle in an electromagnetic field,
and the related Schrödinger equation (Section 1.2.1 and Eq. (1.11) of (Novaes, 2000) ) is:
Where electric and magnetic fields can be described in terms of the potentials ( , A)
These fields remain exactly the same when we make the PE-SE transformations (2a, 2b) in the potentials (in analogy to gauge transformation as in Eq. (1.10) of (Novaes, 2000) ):
Eq. (5) can be written in a compact form as
where
If we make the PE-SE transformation, (8) and (9a,b), we need to investigate if the new field ψ′ describes the same physics, where ψ′ is solution of the Schrödinger equation
The relevant PE-SE transformation in the mental aspect of matter field can be re-written from Eq. (2d) as,
The derivative of ψ′ transforms as,
Using (12a) and (14d) in (15a), the right hand side of (15a) becomes,
This implies
Similarly, we have for D 0 , (11), we get,
It should be noted that the wavefunction ψ in (13) and its derivatives Dψ in (14e), D 2 ψ in (16), and D 0 ψ in (17f) all transform exactly in the same way: they are all multiplied by the same phase factor, e jqE . Therefore, the Schrödinger equation (11) for ψ ' becomes 
Furthermore, both ψ and ψ ' describe the same physics, since 2 2 ψ ψ = ' . In order to get the invariance for all observables, the following substitution must be made:
Thus, the Schrödinger equation described by (8) is invariant under the PE-SE transformation as shown in (19) where both ψ and ψ' describe the same physics.
Invariance of 'current' J under the PE-SE transformation
The current can be expressed as:
The use of the relevant PE-SE transformation (2d) and the substitution (20) in (21) 
J ( i m)[ (D ) (D ) ]
ψ ψ ψ ψ = − − ' ' ' ' ' ' '(22a)
( i m)e e [ (D )] [(D ) ]
Thus, the 'current' J is invariant under the PE-SE transformation (2d).
Lagrangian, Electromagnetic Strength
Tensor, and Quantum Electrodynamics
The Dirac Lagrangian
It can be written as (Section 1.2.1 of (Novaes, 2000) ),
where μ γ are Dirac gamma matrices.
The PE-SE transformations (2e, 2c) related to ψ and A μ are as follows:
Applying these transformations in Eq. (23), we get,
Thus, the Dirac Lagrangian is invariant under the PE-SE transformations given in Eqs. (24) and (25).
The Lagrangian for a charged self-interacting scalar field
It can be written as (Section 1.3 and Eq. 1.21 of (Novaes, 2000) ):
with a potential,
This Lagrangian is also invariant under the PE-SE transformations (2d) and (2f), which are re-written as, (2d) and (2f)) (31a)
the PE-SE transformation(2d) and (2f)) (31b)
Thus the Lagrangian for a charged selfinteracting scalar field is invariant under the PE-SE transformations (29) and (30).
Standard Model
"The Standard Model of particle physics is a theory of three of the four known fundamental interactions and the elementary particles that take part in these interactions. These particles make up all visible matter in the universe. The standard model is a gauge theory of the electroweak and strong interactions with the gauge group SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)."
Free Lagrangian for the gauge fields in the Standard Model
We can investigate if the free Lagrangian for the gauge fields is invariant under the PE-SE transformations. The relevant Lagrangian (Section 2.1.3 and Eq. 2.9 of (Novaes, 2000) ) is:
where i W μν and B μν are W-bosons (i=1, 2, 3) and B-boson gauge fields corresponding to SU(2) and U(1) generators, respectively. The strength tensors for these gauge fields (Section 2.1.3 of (Novaes, 2000) ) are:
where g is gauge coupling constant and є ijk are the structure constants of SU(2). The PE-SE transformations (2e), (2g), and (2h) related to ψ , B μ and i W μ , respectively, are as follows:
Since the mass term for the gauge bosons like , (41a) is not gauge invariant (Novaes, 2000) , it is assumed that it is also not PE-SE invariant to make it consistent with physics. Therefore, it is not transformed. The PE-SE transformation follows very closely with gauge transformation.
The substitution of (40d) and (41e) in (34) leads to the invariance of Lagrangian under the PE-SE transformation:
Mass Problem (Higgs Mechanism):
Lagrangian for the electromagnetic interaction of a charged scalar field A problem with Standard Model is how to give mass to the weak gauge bosons, quarks, and leptons without breaking the gauge symmetry of Lagrangian. This is necessary for a renormalizable field theory. The Lagrangian for describing the electromagnetic (EM) interaction of a charged scalar field (spin o) in U(1) gauge theory can be written as (Eq. (17) of (Roy, 1999) ):
where A μ is the EM field (photon), μν F is the corresponding field tensor, μ is Higgs quadratic coupling, λ is Higgs self-coupling strength, and μ ∂ is the momentum operator.
The first term of the Lagrangian represents scalar kinetic energy and gauge interaction, the middle term represents the scalar mass and self-interaction, and the last term represents the gauge kinetic energy. The gauge symmetric scalar mass term, 2 * ( ) μ φ φ , is used to give mass to W and Z bosons, the quarks, and leptons.
We investigate if the following PE-SE transformations (2e) and (2c) lead to the invariance of the Lagrangian em
Using (45), we get:
which is invariant under the PE-SE transformation (45).
Using (45) for the PE-SE transformation and (28) for V, we get:
which is invariant under the PE-SE transformation (2e).
The electromagnetic strength tensor F μν is invariant under the PE-SE transformation (2c) from Section 2.2 of (Vimal, 2010c) :
Applying the PE-SE transformations (45) and (46) in the first term of (43), we get: 
Using (47), (49), and (50e) in (43), we find that the Lagrangian (43) for the EM interaction of a charged scalar field is invariant under the PE-SE transformations (45) and (46).
To sum up, the Standard Model is invariant under the relevant PE-SE transformations.
3. Conclusions 3.1. Goal: Introducing consciousness in physics: Our goal is to introduce the subjective experience (SE) aspect of consciousness in classical physics (Part I: (Vimal, 2010c) ), in orthodox quantum physics (Part II: current goal: Section 2), and in modern quantum physics (Part III: (Vimal, 2010d) ) by using the methodology of investigating invariance in critical components of respective theories under the PE-SE transformations.
Invariance of orthodox quantum physics under PE-SE transformations:
We found that the followings in orthodox quantum physics are invariant under the PE-SE transformations: Schrödinger equation, current, Dirac Lagrangian, the Lagrangian for a charged self-interacting scalar field, Standard Model (the Lagrangian for free gauge field and Lagrangian for the electromagnetic interaction of a charged scalar field (Higgs Mechanism)). We find that orthodox quantum physics is invariant under the PE-SE transformations.
Invariance of classical physics and modern quantum physics under PE-SE transformations:
Under the PE-SE transformations, (a) in Part I (Vimal, 2010c) , we found that classical physics is invariant, and (b) in Part III (Vimal, 2010d) , it will be shown that modern quantum physics is invariant.
TOE:
From above, it is possible to unify consciousness with known four fundamental forces, which leads us closer to the theory of everything.
